Abstract

This document defines F-logic/XML - an XML syntax for F-logic [Kifer et al., 1995]. The proposal captures only the rule-based syntax (we believe this will suffice for WSML), but the syntax is general enough to permit disjunctions and explicit quantification.

The F-Logic/XML syntax provided in this document can be used to encode logical expressions and is used in WSMO deliverable D16.3, the XML syntax for WSML, for logical expressions.
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1. Introduction

This document defines an XML syntax for F-logic [Kifer et al., 1995]. This syntax, henceforth referred to as F-logic/XML, captures a large and the most useful subset of F-logic, which includes rules, facts, and queries. The syntax goes far beyond Horn rules by permitting disjunction and explicit quantification.
The proposed XML syntax captures some of the HiLog extensions of F-logic [Yang & Kifer, 2004], such as variables over function symbols and reification. This version does not cover predicate symbols and some of the other useful extensions that were introduced in the FLORA-2 system. These extensions will be added as needed.

The general syntax of F-logic rules captured in F-logic/XML is

\[
\text{forall} \ FREE-VARIABLES \ (\text{HEAD} \leftarrow \text{BODY})
\]

where \(FREE-VARIABLES\) is a list of all free variables in the rule. \(HEAD\) and \(BODY\) both have the form

\[
\text{CONJUNCT} \quad \text{and} \quad \ldots \quad \text{and} \quad \text{CONJUNCT}
\]

Variables that are not explicitly quantified (those that are free) in the head or the body are universally quantified outside of the clause. The free variables are not explicitly listed in the XML syntax.

\(CONJUNCT\) has the form

\[
\text{VARIABLE-LIST} \ F\text{-logic-MOLECULE}
\]

or

\[
\text{VARIABLE-LIST} \ DISJUNCT
\]

where \(DISJUNCT\) is of the form

\[
\text{VARIABLE-LIST} \ F\text{-logic-MOLECULE}
\]

or

\[
\text{VARIABLE-LIST} \ CONJUNCT
\]

The explicitly quantified variables in the head and the body are captured by the meta-type \(\text{VARIABLE-LIST}\); they are listed as part of \(\text{CONJUNCT}\) and \(\text{DISJUNCT}\) meta types. The quantifiers are not explicitly given listed the syntax. Instead, the explicitly quantified variables in the rule head are assumed to be existential and the explicitly quantified variables in the rule body are quantified universally.

2. XML Syntax

The XML Schema (see Appendix A) captures the syntax of F-logic rules, as described earlier. Appendix C contains an example F-Logic program encoded using the F-Logic XML syntax.

3. XSLT Stylesheet for Converting F-logic/XML to the Regular F-logic Syntax

The XSLT stylesheet (see Appendix B) transforms XML F-logic syntax back to the original, "human-readable" F-logic syntax.

4. References
Appendix A. XML Schema for F-Logic/XML

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="unqualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<!-- version: 2004-03-13 -->
<!-- XMLSchema for F-logic -->
<!-- This relies on circularly defined types, which are not disallowed in
XMLSchema -->
<!-- Simplified syntax: only ->, *->, =>, *=>. Makes the schema simpler. -->
<!-- Defined the schema for rules only.
Don't think more general forms are needed.
Rules are quite general: can have quantifiers, disjunctions, etc. -->
<element name="flogic">
  <complexType>
    <element name="rule" type="flg:ruleType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
  </complexType>
</element>
</complexType>
<complexType name="ruleType">
  <sequence>
    <element name="head" type="flg:conjunctType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
    <element name="body" type="flg:conjunctType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
  </sequence>
  <attribute name="name" type="string"/>
</complexType>
</complexType>
<!-- conjunctType and disjunctType are mutually recursive. -->
<complexType name="conjunctType">
  <sequence>
    <element name="variable" type="flg:variableType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
    <choice>
      <element name="molecule" type="flg:moleculeType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      <element name="disjunct" type="flg:disjunctType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
    </choice>
    <!-- List of quantified vars: existential in the head; universal in the body.
Unlisted vars are universally quantified outside of the rule. -->
  </sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="disjunctType">
  <sequence>
    <element name="variable" type="flg:variableType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
    <choice>
      <element name="molecule" type="flg:moleculeType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      <element name="conjunct" type="flg:conjunctType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
    </choice>
    <!-- a disjunct is a molecule or a conjunct -->
  </sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="moleculeType">
  <sequence>
    <element name="object" type="flg:termType"/>
    <element name="superclass" minOccurs="0">
      <complexType>
        <sequence>
          <element name="class" type="flg:termType"/>
          <!-- superclass of object -->
        </sequence>
        <attribute name="isaType" type="flg:isaType"/>
        <!-- isaType: member or subclass -->
      </complexType>
    </element>
    <element name="methodSpec" type="flg:methodSpecType" minOccurs="0"/>
    <!-- Optionally specify obj::class or obj::class -->
  </sequence>
</complexType>
</schema>
```
Appendix B. XSLT for Converting F-Logic/XML to the Regular F-logic Syntax

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
  <xsl:output method="text"/>
  <!-- XSLT document for the translation of F-Logic XML into the WSML F-Logic syntax
   creator: Jos de Bruijn
   date: 2004-03-18 -->
  <!-- source XML documents are assumed to be valid according to the schema flogic-updatesJos.xml
"
### Appendix C. Example of F-Logic/XML and the Corresponding F-logic Statements

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<flg:flogic xmlns:flg="http://www.wsmo.org/2004/d16/d16.2/v0.1/">
  <!-- Test data to test the WSML F-Logic XML syntax -->
  <!-- The following <rule></rule> encodes this fact (taken from the F-Logic JACM paper, page 7): -->
  <bob
    name="Bob"
    age=40
    affiliation="cs">
  </bob>
</flg:flogic>
```
mngr -> bob;
assistants -> {john, sally}]

this encoding writes only elementary molecules

```xml
<rule>
  <head>
    <molecule>
      <object>
        <constant name="bob"/>
      </object>
      <superclass isaType=":">
        <class>
          <constant name="empl"/>
        </class>
      </superclass>
    </head>
    <methodSpec arrow="->">*
      <name>
        <constant name="name"/>
      </name>
      <result>
        <oid>
          <constant name="Bob"/>
        </oid>
      </result>
    </methodSpec>
    </molecule>
    <molecule>
      <object>
        <constant name="bob"/>
      </object>
      <methodSpec arrow="->">*
        <name>
          <constant name="age"/>
        </name>
        <result>
          <oid><constant name="40"/></oid>
        </result>
      </methodSpec>
    </molecule>
    <molecule>
      <object>
        <constant name="bob"/>
      </object>
      <methodSpec arrow="->">*
        <name>
          <constant name="affiliation"/>
        </name>
        <result>
          <oid><constant name="cs1"/></oid>
        </result>
      </methodSpec>
    </molecule>
    </head>
    <head>
      <molecule>
        <object>
          <constant name="cs1"/>
        </object>
        <superclass isaType=":">
          <class>
            <constant name="dept"/>
          </class>
        </superclass>
      </head>
      <methodSpec arrow="->">*
        <name>
          <constant name="dname"/>
        </name>
        <result>
          <oid><constant name="CS"/></oid>
        </result>
      </methodSpec>
    </molecule>
    </head>
    <head>
      <molecule>
        <object>
          <constant name="cs1"/>
        </object>
      </head>
    </molecule>
    <head>
      <molecule>
        <object>
          <constant name="cs1"/>
        </object>
      </head>
      <methodSpec arrow="->">*
        <name>
          <constant name="name"/>
        </name>
        <result>
          <oid>
            <constant name="John"/>
          </oid>
        </result>
      </methodSpec>
    </molecule>
    </head>
  </molecule>
</rule>
```
<methodSpec arrow="->">
  <name>
    <constant name="mngr"/>
  </name>
  <result>
    <oid><constant name="bob"/></oid>
  </result>
</methodSpec>
</molecule>
</head>

<head>
<molecule>
<object>
  <constant name="cs1"/>
</object>
<methodSpec arrow="->">
  <name>
    <constant name="assistants"/>
  </name>
  <result>
    <oid><constant name="john"/></oid>
  </result>
</methodSpec>
</molecule>
</head>

<head>
<molecule>
<object>
  <constant name="cs1"/>
</object>
<methodSpec arrow="->">
  <name>
    <functor>
      <constant name="assistants"/>
    </functor>
    <argument>
      <constant name="arg1"/>
    </argument>
    <argument>
      <constant name="arg2"/>
    </argument>
  </name>
  <result>
    <oid><constant name="sally"/></oid>
  </result>
</methodSpec>
</molecule>
</head>

<!-- The following <rule></rule> encodes this deductive rule (taken from the F-Logic JACM paper, page 7):
E[boss -> M] <- E:empl AND D:dept AND E[affiliation -> D[mngr -> M:empl]], i.e. someone's boss is the head of that person's department -->

<rule>
<head>
<molecule>
<object>
  <variable name="E"/>
</object>
<methodSpec arrow="->">
  <name>
    <constant name="boss"/>
  </name>
  <result>
    <oid><variable name="M"/></oid>
  </result>
</methodSpec>
</molecule>
</head>
<body>
<molecule>
<object>
  <variable name="E"/>
</object>
<superclass isaType=":">
  <class>
    <constant name="empl"/>
  </class>
</superclass>
</body>
<molecule>
  <object>
    <variable name="D"/>
  </object>
  <superclass isaType=":">
    <class>
      <constant name="dept"/>
    </class>
  </superclass>
  <methodSpec arrow="->">
    <name>
      <constant name="mngr"/>
    </name>
    <result>
      <oid><variable name="M"/></oid>
    </result>
  </methodSpec>
</molecule>

<molecule>
  <object>
    <variable name="E"/>
  </object>
  <methodSpec arrow="->">
    <name>
      <constant name="affiliation"/>
    </name>
    <result>
      <oid><variable name="D"/></oid>
    </result>
  </methodSpec>
</molecule>

<molecule>
  <object>
    <variable name="M"/>
  </object>
  <superclass isaType=":">
    <class>
      <constant name="empl"/>
    </class>
  </superclass>
</molecule>

<!-- The following <rule></rule> encodes this deductive rule:
X:man OR X:woman <- X:person. i.e. every person is either a man or a woman -->

<rule>
  <head>
    <variable name="X"/>
    <variable name="Y"/>
  </head>
  <disjunct>
    <molecule>
      <object>
        <variable name="X"/>
      </object>
      <superclass isaType=":">
        <class>
          <constant name="man"/>
        </class>
      </superclass>
    </molecule>
  </disjunct>
  <disjunct>
    <molecule>
      <object>
        <variable name="X"/>
      </object>
      <superclass isaType=":">
        <class>
          <constant name="woman"/>
        </class>
      </superclass>
    </molecule>
  </disjunct>
</rule>
Corresponding F-logic Statements

% F-Logic generated from F-Logic XML syntax using the WSMO XSLT
% %
  AND cs1[mngr->bob] AND cs1[assistants->john] AND cs1[assistants(arg1, arg2)->sally].
EXISTS X,Y (X:man OR X:woman) <- FORALL Y (Y:person).
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